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some kind ought to be made, and it threw on the war-hating allies
the responsibility of renewing hostilities. Eventually a compromise
was reached. Majority Socialists and Centrists formed a new
cabinet and proposed qualified acceptance,, including the repudia-
tion of war-guilt., an acceptance which was carried only by the
votes of the extreme Left. But no qualifications were to be per-
mitted; in a note of menacing clarity the Allies demanded uncon-
ditional surrender. It was impossible to get a majority for sur-
render in the Assembly; the cabinet accepted sole responsibility;
the opposition gave it a testimonial which repeated the verdict
against acceptance but admitted that the cabinet was acting from
patriotic motives, and two of its members—names which ought to
live in German history as those of men capable of historic sacrifice
—Hermann Mueller and Johannes Bell,, a Socialist and a Centrist,
represented in their persons the national humiliation at Versailles.
The bells of Paris rang out to show that the war was over; in
Germany there were no bells ringing; instead men were preparing
to haul down the German flag in old German cities and many of
the best of the younger generation were swearing in their hearts
that the war had not yet begun.
To-day, after the legend-making, the signature is described as
the betrayal of Germany by "the November traitors," who refused
to compromise the sordid gains of the revolution by answering the
demand of the nation for resistance. The truth is that much of
the indignation described as existing in 1919 is a quite different
indignation that came later. That Germany was indignant is un-
doubted, but there was no real will to resistance. At the melancholy
conferences before decision was taken, it was admitted even by
bitter advocates of resistance that 85 per cent of the nation would
not fight, and that was something much more decisive than the
scientific opinion on military possibilities given by the army
command. For the signature the whole nation is responsible, not
parties, and still less individuals. There was no great figure to
whip lassitude into frenzy and defeatism into heroism. How could
there be? There was no Stein, no Fichte, no Koerner on the
immediate morrow of Jena; there was not even a Bliicher. All
that might come, but could only come later. That the decision

